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Specifications
Model SIC-HY-PBS18 SIC-HY-PBS18Q
Operation Mode Manual Pneumatic
Creasing Width 460mm 460mm
Gluing Width 500mm 500mm
Max. Size 500mm 500mm
Max. Flatten Area 350*470mm 350*470mm
Max. Flatten Height 80mm 80mm
Occupy Space 1m*1.1m (1.1m²) 1m*1.1m (1.1m²)

Machine Dimension(L*W*H)
800*400*1080(Gluing machine)

1040*560*1200mm(Main engine)
800*400*1080(Gluing machine)

1040*560*1200mm(Main engine)
Power Supply 220V&110V(Optional) 120W 220V&110V(Optional) 120W

Machine Weight
88kg(Gluing machine)
133kg(Main engine)

88kg(Gluing machine)
133kg(Main engine)

Price $3,846 $4,077

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-PMS12 SIC-HY-PMS18
Max. Print Size 321*630mm/12.6"*24.8" 457*914mm/18˝*36˝
Max. Album Size 310*316mm/12.2"*12.4" 457*457mm/18˝*18˝
Min. Album Size 50*50mm/2"*2" 50*50mm/2˝*2˝
Max. Binding Thickness 80mm/3" 80mm/3˝
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 620*510*320mm 760*665*330mm
Machine Weight 19kg 25kg
Price $817 $909

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-PMS12A
Max. Print Size 321*630mm/12.6"*24.8"
Max. Album Size 310*316mm/12.2"*12.4"
Min. Album Size 50*50mm/2"*2"
Max. Binding Thickness 80mm/3"
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 670*520*310mm
Machine Weight 26kg
Price $909

SIC-HY-PBS Series All-in-one Photo Book Station with Foot Switch
◆ Suitable for making album, menu, double-page of hard cover binding and other kinds of individualized photo albums, etc.
◆ Compactly designed, all in one only solution with little dimensions, friendly to be used and maintained.
◆ Creasing, gluing, butterfly binding, nipping in one machine.
◆ Manual creasing machine, creasing photos in order to make the opening easier.
◆ Motorized gluing machine, to glue photos.
◆ Table for book-assembling, to couple photos and to form the album.
◆ Press for glue-drying.
◆ Fast and easy to operate system.

SIC-HY-PMS Series Photobook Mini Station

SIC-HY-PMS12A: Photobook Mini-Station

◆ Fast, precise, convenient and high quality photobook manufacture system.
◆ Tabletop in size, easy to use and economical, anyone can create a beautiful, 
     professional Photobook in minutes.
◆ Adopts the special process against tacky in mounting unit.
◆ The unique damping mountinglift makes the mounting easy and fast.
◆ Equipped with cover localization guide rail and cover casing-in locator.
◆ Cover localization guide rail makes the block and cover attaching precisely and fast.
◆ Albums open flat-180 degrees.
◆ Can produce any book format from 2˝*2˝ up to 12.2˝*12.4˝
     (PMS18: up to 18˝*18˝)and 80mmthick. Suitable for 
     photographic paper, card, laminated material 
     or any print for your pictures.

◆ It features a photobook mounting part and hard cover casing-in part, can 
     produce any book format within 305*305mm(A4) and 80mm thick. 
◆ Tabletop, easy to use and economical, anyone can create a beautiful, 
     professional photobook in minutes. Suitable for photographic paper, card, 
     laminated material or any prints for your pictures. 
◆ The unique damping mountinglift makes the mounting easily and fast. 
◆ Adopts the special process against tacky in mounting unit. 
◆ Presets many register slots, convenient to make different size albums.
◆ On-Demand Photobook maker. Albums open flat-180 degrees.
◆ Equipped with deep magnet moving positioners, suitable for many sizes 
     mounting sheets.
                            ◆ Cover mounting unit makes the block and 
                                                     cover attaching precisely and fast. 
                                               ◆ Designed for portable plate board, convenient
                                                     to remove it while mounting the thicken cover.
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Specifications
Model SIC-HY-NCB55A
Max. of Book Size 435*550mm
Min. of Book Size 80*60mm
Book Thickness 2 sheets-55mm
Binding In-Page Sheet-2 foldout
Milling Cutter Mode 12-gear disk milling cutter and small milling cutter
Time of Gluing About 30min
Mechanical Speed Up to 300 cycles/hr
Power Supply 220V
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 1380*680*1200mm
Machine Weight 205kg
Price $7,643

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-S320
Min-Max Binding Thickness 0.1-40mm
Max. Width of The Sheet 320*235mm
Max. Cover Thickness 400g/M2

Time of Gluing Ten minutes with temperature indicating lamp
Capacity Books/Hour Up to 120
Power Supply 220V or 110V(Optional)
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 670*360*500mm
Machine Weight 32kg
Price $611

SIC-HY-NCB55A: 435*550mm Automatic Perfect Binding Machine

SIC-HY-S320: 320mm Perfect Binding Machine

Main functions of the numerical control text display screen
◆ Set up system parameter: Book position, temperature of melting glue, temperature of keeping, spine nipping time and pressure etc. 
     Choose working mode(binding/hanging), and running mode(Manual/auto). 
◆ Set up craft parameter: According to the real working condition, regulate thickness of the cover, working temperature, the amount of glue and book smoothness 
     at any time to reach the best binding result. 
◆ Working state mode: Showing the operation process real-timly and dynamically, from starting the machine to the binding, The steps all may be showed, 
     and the operator can control the machine at any time. With binding quantity and job time showing, convenient to count work load and operating cost. 
◆ Warning mode: Can auto-alarm when the machine breaks down in running, and show the trouble spot. 
◆ The free rotary numerical control text display screen can be regulated the position according 
     to the need. It is convenient to help operator adjust the operational parameter, 
     observe the working state of the equipment in real time. 

◆ The compact S320 offers the advantages of perfect binding, combined in one 
     economical, easy to operate.
◆ It is the ideal machine for making books with either soft or hard covers, 
     in the office, copy shop or small print room.
◆ The binding speed is determined by the operator and binding thickness.
◆ Standard type is right hand lever. And you can choose left hand lever. You can 
     also choose to equip it with book desk for cold glue binding.

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-S460
Binding Thickness 0.1-40mm
Max. Width of The Sheet 460*325mm
Max. Cover Thickness 400g/M2

Time of Gluing Ten minutes with temperature indicating lamp
Capacity Books/ Hour Up to 120
Power Supply 220V or 110V(Optional)
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 800*395*570mm
Machine Weight 35kg
Price $701

SIC-HY-S460: 460*325mm Perfect Binding Machine
◆ It quickly produces hard and soft cover books as well as manager covers, 
     tear-off pads and strip binding. The result is taht the perfect binding that is strong, 
     square and affordable.
◆ The binding speed is determined by the operator and binding thickness.
◆ Standard type is right hand lever, but you can choose left hand lever. 
     You can also choose to equip it with book desk for cold glue binding.
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Specifications
Model SIC-HY-S320D
Binding Thickness 0.1-40mm
Max. Width of The Sheet 320*235mm
Max. Cover Thickness 400g/sqm
Time of Gluing Ten minutes with temperature indicating lamp
Capacity Books/Hour Up to 120
Power Supply 220V or 110V(Optional)
Machine Dimensions(L*W*H) 790*360*500mm
Machine Weight 33kg
Price $679

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-S460D
Binding Thickness 0.1-40mm
Max. Width of The Sheet 460*325mm
Max. Cover Thickness 400g/sqm
Time Of Gluing Ten minutes with temperature indicating lamp
Capacity Books/Hour Up to 120
Power Supply 220V or 110V(Optional)
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 930*395*580mm
Machine Weight 42kg
Price $817

SIC-HY-S320D: 320*235mm Perfect Binding Machine

SIC-HY-S460D: 460*325mm Perfect Binding Machine

Dust-free Spine Roughening Unit
◆ Paper binding and Jewelled binding in one machine.
◆ Unlike other spine rougher that grinds the spine creating lots of noise and dust. Using this dust-free spine roughening unit, it opens the paper grain with very little noise 
     and no paper dust. It makes the machine suitable for handling the most difficult papers and making the solid bound. 

Dust-free Spine Roughening Unit
◆ Unlike other spine rougher that grinds the spine creating lots of noise and dust. Using this dust-free spine roughening unit, it opens the paper grain with very little noise 
     and no paper dust. It makes the machine suitable for handling the most difficult papers and making the solid bound

Dust-free spine roughening unit feathers
◆ Two groups of roughening tooth with special angle and interval.
◆ Convenient to adjust the depth and angle of roughening.
◆ Grind the spine to strengthen the permeability of glue.
◆ Compress the spine into a shape of fan to increase the sticking surface.

Dust-free spine roughening unit feathers
◆ Two groups of roughening tooth with special angle and interval.
◆ Convenient to adjust the depth and angle of roughening.
◆ Grind the spine to strengthen the permeability of glue.
◆ Compress the spine into a shape of fan to increase the sticking surface.

High-quality
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Specifications
Model SIC-HY-SK530
The Size of Operation Desk 530*370mm
Max. Size of Product A4+ landscape size
Power Supply 220V/110V(Optional)
Machine Dimensions(L*W*H) 760*450*250mm
Machine Weight 19kg
The Thickness of Board 0.5-6mm
Price $231

SIC-HY-SK530: 530*370mm Hard Cover Maker
◆ This machine is designed for compact table-top unit, position the cover sheet with side guide, the sizes of finished hard cover can reach A4 format.
◆  Work table of subdued light transmissing type.
◆ Side positioning,,standard positon-setting between the paper board and cover.
◆ Standard, normative, precise and high-speed manufacture of hardcover book case can be achieved by 
     combinative use of our hardcover size online calculating serial products.

Adsorption Working Table&Centralized Positioning&Corner 
Cutting&Electric Edge Folding
◆  Applicable for manufacturing hardcover book cases of hardcovers, albums, 
      photograph album, picture album, etc.
◆  Positioning, corner cutter, electric edge folder in one machine.

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-SK530A
The Size of Operation Desk 530*370mm
Max. Size of Product A4+ landscape size
Power Supply 220V/110V(Optional)
Machine Dimensions(L*W*H) 780*450*250mm
Machine Weight 20kg
The Thickness of Board 0.5-6mm
Price $425

SIC-HY-SK530A: 530*370mm Hard Cover Maker

Negative Pressure and Adsorption Working Table&Centralized 

Positioning
◆  Suitable for the making of the book case of the hardcover, photo album and picture album.
◆  The light table includes suction assistance for placing the tacking papers, as well as a       

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-SK530B
The Size of Operation Desk 530*420mm
Max. Size of Product A4+landscape size
Power Supply 220V/110V(Optional)
Machine Dimensions(L*W*H) 850*540*340mm
Machine Weight 45kg
The Thickness of Board 0.5-6mm
Price $1,465

SIC-HY-SK530B: 530*420mm Hard Cover Maker

Economical
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Specifications
Model SIC-HY-SK950B
The Size of Operation Desk 980*466mm
Max. Size of Product A3+ landscape size
Power Supply 220V/110V(Optional)
Machine Dimensions(L*W*H) 1180*670*1070mm
Machine Weight 109kg
The Thickness of Board 0.5-6mm
Price $2,081

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-SK950C
The Size of Operation Desk 980*466mm
Max. Size of Product A3+landscape size
Power Supply 220V/110V(Optional)
Machine Dimensions(L*W*H) 1140*680*1040mm
Machine Weight 112kg
Standard Accessory 8mm paper guide-Long
Price $2,262

SIC-HY-SK950B: 980*466mm Hard Cover Maker

SIC-HY-SK950C: 980*466mm Hard Cover Maker

◆ Applicable for manufacturing hardcover book cases of hardcovers, albums, 
     photograph album, picture album, etc.
◆ Positioning, corner cutter, electric edge folder in one machine.
◆ With suction assistance for placing the tacking paper, you can position the cover 
     accurately and quickly.
◆ A corner cutter allows you to cut the four cornerswith different thickness of 
     cardboard in an even and accurate way.
◆ A user-friendly electric edge
      folder also makes the hard 
     cover even more 
     standardized.

Literature Table&Adsorption Working Table&Centralized Positioning&Corner Cutting&Electric Edge Folding
◆ Applicable for manufacturing hardcover book cases of hardcovers, albums, photograph album, picture album, etc.
◆ Positioning, corner cutter, electric edge folder in one machine.
◆ Flexible and fast to change the different version of spine guides, easy to create many fully decorated hard cases as hard cover books, 
     CD and DVD boxes, photo albums, restaurant menus, etc.
◆ Light table with center positioning line labels the reference meshed line for variety of formats with 
      suction assistance for placing the tacking paper, you can position the cover accurately and quickly.
◆ A corner cutter allows you to cut the four corners of different thickness of cardboard in an even
      and accurate way.
◆ A user-friendly electric edge folder also makes the hard cover even more standardized.
◆ The original design allow not only to create book covers, but also any other fully decorated hard 
     cases: CD and DVD boxes, restaurant menus and so on. ou just need to change the two spine 
     guides from a 8mm-groove to a 3mm one.

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-SKJ950B
The Size of Operation Desk 980*466mm
Max. Size of Product A3+ landscape size
Power Supply 220V/110V(Optional)
Machine Dimensions(L*W*H) 1100*670*380mm
Machine Weight 82kg
The Thickness of Board 0.5-6mm
Price $1,868

SIC-HY-SKJ950B: 980*466mm Hard Cover Maker

Adsorption Working Table&Centralized 
Positioning&Corner Cutting&Electric Edge Folding
◆ Applicable for manufacturing hardcover book cases of hardcovers, albums, 
photograph album, picture album, etc.
◆ Positioning, corner cutter, electric edge folder in one machine.
◆ SKJ950B is designed for table-top unit without the base cabinet. All the other 
features are the same as SKJ950B style.

High-quality
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Specifications
Model SIC-HY-430M
Max. Cutting Length 430mm
Max. Cutting Height 40mm
Insertion Depth 430mm
Machine Weight 53kg
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 730*610*1020mm
Price $807

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-480M
Max. Cutting Length 475mm
Max. Cutting Height 80mm
Insertion Depth 455mm
Machine Weight 83kg
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 780*750*1200mm
Price $1,465

SIC-HY-430M: 430mm Manual Paper Guillotine

SIC-HY-480M: 480mm Manual Guillotine

SIC-HY Series Electric Paper Guillotine

◆ Specially designed for use in office, large administrative, copy centers, copy shops, in-house printing offices and small print shops. 
     430mm cutting length for paper sizes up to A3.
◆ Manual fast flick action clamp. Spindle guided back gauge.
◆ Side lay with measuring scale. Blade from high quality steel.
◆ Fine adjustment of measurement with calibrated scale on the back gauge handle.
◆ Blade lock and safety guard on front table.
◆ Adjustable blade depth.Easy and simple blade change.
◆ Blade changing device with covered cutting edge.
◆ 430mm cutting length for paper sizes up to A3.

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-4310 SIC-HY-4810
Max. Cutting Length 430mm 475mm
Max. Cutting Height 40mm 80mm
Insertion Depth 430mm 455mm
Machine Weight 102kg 173kg
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 660*750*1150mm 760*850*1250mm
Price $2,017 $3,715

◆ Powerful guillotine for manual operation with 475mm cutting length and a cutting height of 80mm. 
◆ A precise measuring scale is on the front machine table, the spindle guided backgauge with hand crank   
     allows a precise adjustment of the desired measures. 
◆ Specially designed for use in office, large administrative, copy centers, copy shops, in-house printing offices  
     and small print shops.
◆ 480mm cutting length for paper sizes up to A3. Manual spiral action clamp. Spindle guided back gauge.
◆ Side lay with measuring scale. 
◆ Fine adjustment of measurement with calibrated scale on the back gauge handle.
◆ Easy and simple for blade change.

◆ Adjustable blade depth.
◆ Blade lock and safety guard on front table.
◆ Blade from high quality steel. 
◆ Blade changing device with 
     covered cutting edge.

◆ Specially designed for use in office, large      
     administrative, copy centers, copy 
     shops, in-house printing offices and  
     small print shops.
◆ 430mm cutting length for paper 
     sizes up to A3.
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Specifications
Model SIC-HY-HBP460
Flatten Area 460*350mm
Flatten Height 70mm
Machine Weight 52kg
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 530*350*300mm
Price $382

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-HBP500
Flatten Area 500*450mm
Flatten Height 500mm
Machine Weight 110kg
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 610*450*950mm
Price $828

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-EP460
Flatten Area 440*300mm
Flatten Height 70mm
Machine Weight 95kg
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 530*340*490mm
Power Supply 220V/110V(Optional )
Price $1,538

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-EP530
Flatten Area 530*410mm
Flatten Height 800mm
Machine Weight 220kg
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 530*530*1600mm
Power Supply 220V/110V(Optional )
Price $1,974

SIC-HY-HBP460: 460mm Desktop Manual Pressing Machine

SIC-HY-HBP500: 500mm Manual 

Pressing Machine

SIC-HY-EP530: 530mm Electric Pressing 

Machine

SIC-HY-EP460: 440mm Desktop Electric Pressing Machine

◆ It is made of stainless steel, height and pressure can be adjusted by hand wheel.
◆ Most pressure can reach up to two ton.
◆ Manual, simple and high cost performance.

◆ It is made of stainless steel, height and 
     pressure can be adjusted by hand wheel.
◆ Most pressure can reach up to two ton.
◆ Manual&simple.

◆ Used for pressing the album, photo book and menu. 
◆ A brake motor of frequency conversion is adopted, 
     which makes the pressure adaptable. 
     This may ensure the optimal flattening effect 
     of album and avoid uncontrollable flattening 
     effect of ordinary pressing machines resulting 
     from their squeezing pressure generally unable to 
     change gradually.

◆ Designed for Table top and electronic, easy to handle.
◆ Adopts frequency conversion and stainless steel brake motor, which ensures the 
     optimal flattening effect of album and avoids uncontrollable flattening effect of ordinary 
     pressing machines resulting from their squeezing pressure generally unable to change 
     gradually.
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Specifications
Model SIC-HY-JY520
Max. Pressing Width 520mm
The Power of Heat-Up 2*250W
Power Supply 220V/110V(Optional)
Machine Weight 52kg
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 630*450*1150mm
Price $994

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-QJY520
Max. Pressing Width 520mm
The Power of Heat-Up 2*250W
Power Supply 220V/110V(Optional)
Machine Weight 65kg
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 630*450*1150mm
Price $1,104

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-JY520E
Max. Pressing Width 520mm
The Power of Heat-Up 2*250W
Power Supply 220V/110V(Optional)
Machine Weight 55kg
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 630*450*580mm
Price $994

SIC-HY-JY520: 520mm Vertical Joint Pressing 

SIC-HY-QJY520: 520mm Vertical Pneumatic Joint Pressing Machine

SIC-HY-JY520E: 520mm Table-top Electric Joint Pressing Machine

◆ It is suitable for molding the French joint on the hard cover books. 
◆ The temperature is controlled by eight-figure microcomputer chips, it is displayed by digital adjusting device 
     with three-figure. 
◆ The gas feed structure facilitates the operation, which makes the machine work more steadily and the pressure 
     better proportioned. 
◆ The temperature, pressure, and position of the groove can be set and adjusted. The groove can be positioned by light.

◆ It is suitable for molding the French joint on the hard cover books.
◆ Based on SIC-HY-JY520, it is equipped the air system and with by foot in pneumatic way, which is convenient 
     to adjust the pressure through the button on the machine panel. 
◆ The running of the machine is controlled by the electromagnetism valve.
◆ The temperature, pressure, and position of the groove can be set and adjusted. 
     The groove can be positioned by light.

◆ It is suitable for molding the French joint on the hard cover books.
◆ On the basis of SIC-HY-JY520, it is upgraded from foot operated to electrical and designed for 
     table-top unit.
◆ Adopt electro type control system which is more accurate and convenient to adjust the pressure.
◆ The temperature, pressure, and position of the groove can be set and adjusted.      
     The groove can be positioned by light.

High-quality
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Specifications
Model SIC-HY-CCP650E
Infeed Width 650mm
Paper Weight 80-400g/sqm
Creasing Mode Electric
Power Supply 220V or 110V(Optional)
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 740*460*175mm
Machine Weight 35kg
Price $908

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-EC520
Max. Creasing Width 520mm
Length of Orientation 530mm
Max. Orientation Lines 2 lines
Power Supply 220V or 110V(Optional)
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 800*630*230 mm
Machine Weight 35kg
Price $913

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-EC520R
Max. Creasing Width 520mm
Length of Orientation 530mm
Max. Orientation Lines 2 lines
Power Supply 220V or 110V(Optional)
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 800*630*230mm
Machine Weight 35kg
Price $1,019

SIC-HY-CCP650E: 650mm Multi-Purpose Creasing Machine

SIC-HY-EC520: 520mm Electric Creasing Machine

SIC-HY-EC520R: 520mm Electric Creasing Machine with Foot Switch 

◆ Single Creasing, spine and hinge creasing, perforating and slitting available in one machine. 
◆ It is convenient and fast to assemble, disassemble or locate the modules. 
     The motor can be operated by pedal or automatic mode switch.
◆ Electric powered. Creasing, perforating and slitting covers up to 650mm in width.
◆ It is equipped with safety cover with an open-stop relay, safe and reliable.
◆ It is convenient and fast to assemble, disassemble or locate the modules.
◆ Many modules can be assembled for different needs of paper finishing.
◆ Normally equipped with: 2 modules of paper guide wheel and an individual single 
     creasing module.
◆ Choose the module as needed: Single line creasing module, Spine and hinge creasing 
     module, slitting module and blade, perforating module and blade, paper guide wheel.
◆ Produce 6 creases (spine, hinge and overhang cover edges) at the same time.
◆ The motor can be operated by pedal or automatic mode switch.
◆ Designed for adjusting pressure outside, convenient to adjust the pressure of two ends.

◆ It has extremely good effect upon dealing with the heat-laminated paper, and also can      
     avoid the phenomenon of striping and edge bursting to the greatest extent.
◆ It provides 2 creasing widths as standard, with the ability to change from one to another 
     in seconds.

◆ Designed for heating type, heating temperature is limitless adjustable within 99℃.
◆ Besides having the function of SIC-HY-EC520 electric creasing machine, it has extremely good effect upon dealing with the heat-laminated paper, and also can avoid the 
     phenomenon of striping and edge bursting to the greatest extent.
◆ It provides 2 creasing widths as standard, with the ability to change from one to another in seconds.

※ Normally equipped with: 2 modules of paper guide wheel and an individual single creasing module.

High-quality
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Specifications
Model SIC-HY-DC355 SIC-HY-DC460
Creasing Width 355mm 460mm
Length of Orientation 320mm 330mm
Positioning Mode Slide backstops Slide backstops
Max. Orientation Lines 2 lines 2 lines
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 600*380*170mm 600*500*180mm
Machine Weight 10kg 13kg
Price $127 $170

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-HCP315
Max. Creasing Width 315mm
Max. Paper Thickness(Crease) 400g/sqm
Max. Paper Thickness (Perforate) 250g/sqm
Creasing&Perforating Angle 0-90 degree
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 500*380*95mm
Machine Weight 11.5kg
Price $312

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-CDP500
Max. Working Width  500mm
Min.Distance Between Cylinders 26mm
Max. Distance Between Cylinders 30mm
Paper Weight max.1000g/sqm
Power Supply 220V/110V(Optional)
Machine Weight 62kg
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 770*735*400mm
Price $1,444

SIC-HY-DC Series Manual Creasing Machine

SIC-HY-HCP315: 315mm Creasing&Perforating Machine

SIC-HY-CDP500: Printing Finish&Photography Equipment

◆ Aluminum speed stops, DC series creasing machine are more convenient and flexible to locate the paper sheet.
◆ Ease to complete the single crease, double creases and Z folding.

◆ A millimeter scale is running along the sides of its base. It is used to adjust the front, rear, and angular stop. In the process of creasing, the paper weight can up to 400gsm. 
     The width of crease is 1.2/1.8mm. The weight of the machine is only 11.5kg. It is convenience for transformation. 
◆ It offers great quality creasing and perforating of single sheets, for smooth folds and clean tear off.
◆ Perforates up to 250gsm paper.
◆ Perforates for food coupons, vouchers, etc.
◆ 0-90 degree creasing&perforating angle.
◆ The mechanism is working with a knife and a v-shaped counter knife in order to be very smooth.
◆ Simple manual adjustment required to change codes.

◆ It features die cutting and pressing. High-accuracy steel rod. Shows and regulates accurately with pressure indicator of both ends.
◆ Pedal control. One-way or two-way operation.
◆ Convenient to cut full page visit cards or irregular cards, can also be used for making gift box, wine box, postcard, CD box, JIGSAW puzzle or any different individualized products.
◆ Features die cutting and pressing.
◆ High-accuracy steel rod.
◆ Shows and regulates accurately with pressure indicator of both ends.

Economical
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Specifications
Model SIC-HY-CPC480
Max. Width of the Sheet 480mm
Rotate Speed 90-1400/min
Shaft Diameter 36mm
Power Supply 220V or 110V(Optional)
Machine Weight 1150*620*300mm
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 41kg
Price $2,677

SIC-HY-CPC480: 480mm Multi-Purpose Creasing Machine
◆ Single creasing, spine and hinge creasing, perforating and slitting available in one machine. 
◆ The motor can be operated by pedal or automatic mode switch. High-efficiently and speed-variable electromotor, LCD for machine operating speed, stepless regulation of speed.
◆ Equipped with individual modules, it is convenient and fast to assemble, disassemble or locate them, and also can combine them freely to crease, crease the spine and hinge, 
     perforate and trim according to the requirements.
◆ Designed for adjusting pressure outside, convenient to adjust the pressure of two ends.
◆ With an individual rush stop switch, it is more safe and reliable to avoid the appearance of any hidden danger.
◆ Adjustable feeder and fine adjusting knob outside. Easy to position centering or leaning.
◆ The hanging type of delivery section is designed for magnetism sucking positioning by the sides and knob fastening by the back end.
◆ Normally equipped with paper downholders, or with metal block optional.
◆ Adopts the stainless steel material; it is perfect, wear-resisting and beautiful.

※ Normal equipped with: 2 modules of paper guide wheel.

Specifications
Model SIC-HY-CCP600E
Infeed Width 630mm
Paper Weight Up to 400g/sqm
Creasing Mode Electric
Power Supply 220V or 110V(Optional)
Machine Dimension(L*W*H) 740*460*175mm
Machine Weight 35kg 
Price $826

SIC-HY-CCP600E: 630mm Multi-Purpose Creasing Machine
◆ It is equipped with safety cover with an open-stop relay, safe and reliable.
◆ It is convenient and fast to assemble, disassemble or locate the modules.
◆ Many modules can be assembled for different needs of paper finishing.

※ Normally equipped with: 2 modules of creasing, a module of creasing the spine and hinge, a blade of trimming, a blade of perforating, 2 paper guide wheels.
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CS-AC-001: Semi-automatic Name Card Cutter
This semi-automatic cutter is used for cutting business card. 
It’s durable for the steel blade and the blade could be milled by itself to ensure it will be sharp.

◆ Durable blade, it’s made of steel blade
◆ Time is saving and labor saving
◆ Semi-automatic, it’s convenient to use
◆ High precision, reasonable structure to 
       ensure the card is cut accurately

CS-D-001: Flat Three-outlet PVC card Cutter
◆ Insert the card from any sides except the side with handle
◆ Smart, convenient and sharp
◆ Customized size is available

CS-D-011: Name Card Cutter(Round Corner)
◆ Cut name card with round corner
◆ Supply various sizes
◆ Customized size is available

CS-D-009: Name Card Cutter(Round Corner)
◆ Cut name card with round corner
◆ Smart, convenient and sharp
◆ Customized size is available

CS-D-0012: PVC Card Cutter
◆ Cut PVC card
◆ Higher pressure and bigger power
◆ Stable and durable
◆ Customized size is available

Specifications
Model CS-D-001
Size 85*60mm
N.W. 3kg
MOQ 6pcs
Price $76/pc

Specifications
Model CS-D-011
Size 86*54mm
N.W. 4.1kg
MOQ 8pcs
Price $35/pc

Specifications
Model CS-D-009
Size 88*60mm
N.W. 4.1kg
MOQ 8pcs
Price $35/pc

Specifications
Model CS-D-0012
Size 85.5*54mm
N.W. 12.8kg
MOQ 5pcs
Price $88/pc

Specifications
Model CS-AC-001
Paper Size A4(210*297mm)
Size of Name Card 90*54mm
Life-span for Blade ≥100,000 times
Cutting Speed 30pcs/min
N.W. 18.8kg
MOQ 4pcs
Price $125/pc
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CS-E-003

CS-E-002

CS-E-005

CS-E-004

CS-E-005

CS-F-001

CS-F-002

Specifications
Model Working Size Angle Type MOQ Remark Price
CS-E-002 25*25mm, 32*32mm Right or round corner 10pcs Many sizes $13/pc
CS-E-003 35*45mm, 50*50mm Right or round corner 10pcs Many sizes $15/pc
CS-E-004 50*70mm, 50.8*73mm Right or round corner 10pcs Many sizes $19/pc
CS-E-005 32*22mm, 35*45mm Right or round corner 10pcs Many sizes $19/pc

Specifications
Model Working Size Angle Type MOQ Remark Price
CS-F-001 25*25mm, 30*40mm Right or round corner 10pcs Many sizes $30/pc
CS-F-002 35*45mm, 40*54mm Right or round corner 10pcs Many sizes $30/pc

CS-E Series HAND-TYPE Photo Cutter
◆ With correct and convenient orientation
◆ Cutting photo within the scope of 1 to 3 inch
◆ No rough edges on the finished products
◆ An ideal tool of cutting all kinds of photos

CS-E Series TABLE-TYPE Photo Cutter
◆ With correct and convenient orientation
◆ Cutting photo within the scope of 1 to 3 inch
◆ No rough edges on the finished products
◆ An ideal tool of cutting all kinds of photos
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FMJ-II Series Electric Cold Laminator 
Driven by electric or manual(For option)
No auto rewind shafts, no need to heat, include stand
Available in 1000mm, 1300mm model
This model at a price that fit you budget and guarantee a qualified result

◆ Electric operation. The easy speed control makes your daily job handlier.
◆ It comes with foot pedal with forward and reverse control to free your hands to handle the work being processed.
◆ This unit is great for mounting print to boards, applying application tapes, applying double side, adhesives and vinyl, save time and no hassles.

Specifications
Model FMJ-1000-II FMJ-1300-II
Max. Laminating Width 1000mm(40") 1300mm(51")
Max. Laminating Thickness 15mm(0.6") 15mm(0.6")
Laminating Speed 0-5m (197")/min 0-5m (197")/min
Forward / Reverse Yes Yes
Foot Pedal Yes Yes
Roller’s Diameter 90mm (3.5") 90mm(3.5")
Auto Rewind Liner Pickup No No
Media Core Size 3" 3"
Power The voltage is up to the local requirement, like AC 80V-110V, AC 220V-240V, 50/60Hz
Machine Weight 87kg 90kg
Machine Dimension 1160*520*850mm(46"*20"*33") 1420*600*995mm(60"*24"*39")
Price $674 $736

FMJ-650: Manual Cold Laminator
For photographic, AD. shop and copy shop to do laminating work.
Adding a protective layer on books cover, photographic, color 
pages, documents, charts, drawings, and indoor advertising product.
No need to heat, no motor driving, no auto rewind shafts.

◆ Easy operation, simple structure.
◆ This model is designed for mounting and laminating inkjet 
     prints, but is equally capable of handling photographic or any 
     printed media.

FMJ-650-II Plus: Desktop Electric Cold Laminator
Table Top Model, driven by electric or by hand(For optional). No need to heat, no auto rewind shafts. 

◆ The mounting master 26” is motorized table top laminators. Simple structure, portable machine.
◆ It comes with foot pedal with forward and reverse control to free your hands to handle the work 
     being processed.
◆ The easy speed control makes your daily job more handly, laminating speed can be easily adjusted 
     from 0-3m(118”)/min.
◆ This model is designed for mounting and laminating inkjet prints, but is equally capable of handling 
     photographic or any printed media.
FMJ-650-II plus is upgraded from FMJ-650-II, it has all functional characteristics 
of FMJ-650-II, and comes with support shaft for using manual rewind the backing 
paper in some projects.

Specifications
Model FMJ-650
Max. Laminating Width 650mm(26")
Max. Laminating Thickness 10mm(0.4”)
Laminating Speed Up to the operator
Roller’s Diameter 65mm(2.6”)
Floor Stand No
Machine Weight 24kg
Machine Dimension 840*350*360mm
Price $203

Specifications
Model FMJ-650-II FMJ-650-II plus
Max. Laminator Width 650mm(26") 650mm(26")
Roller’s Diameter 65mm(2.6") 65mm(2.6")
Max. Laminating Thickness 10mm(0.4") 10mm(0.4")
Laminating Speed From 0 to 3m(118") per minute From 0 to 3m (118") per minute
Foot Pedal Yes Yes
Forward/Reverse Yes Yes
Auto Rewind Shafts No Yes
Power 110V 50/60HZ. 3A 110V 50/60HZ. 3A
Machine Weight 26kg 29.4kg
Machine Dimension 850*360*370mm(33"*14"*15") 860*360*370mm(34"*14"*15")
Price $255 $398
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FMJ-RS Series SINGLE SIDE HOT Laminator
Single side cold/hot laminator. Can carry out: Mounting and hot laminating, single-side laminating 
Available in 650mm, 1140mm model

◆ Electric model, stepless speed regulating, foot pedal switch for hands free operation.
◆ Support Roll to Roll operation- maximum your productive.
◆ High release silicone rollers, easy to clean.
◆ Speed and temperature adjustable.
◆ Available for photographic, Ad. shop and copy shop to do lamination work, adding a protective layer on books cover, 
     photographic, color pages, documents, charts, drawings, indoor advertising product, etc.

Specifications
Model FMJ-650-RS FMJ-1140-RS
Max. Laminating Width 635mm(25") 1100mm(43")
Roller’s Diameter 96mm(3.8") 102mm(4")
Max. Laminating Thickness 5.5mm(0.2") 5.5mm(0.2")
Max. Heating Temperature 150℃ 150℃
Laminating Speed From 0 to 3m(118") per minute From 0 to 4m(157") per minute
Foot Pedal Yes Yes
Forward / Reverse Yes Yes
Floor Stand No Include
Machine Color Red or black Red or black

Power
The voltage is up to the local requirement, like AC 80V-110V, AC 220V-240V, The 

current is 50/60Hz
Machine Weight 42kg 132kg
Machine Dimension 900*400*350mm(35"*16"*14") 1350*450*1280mm(53*18"*50")
Price $817 $1,578

FMJ-RD Series DOUBLE SIDES HOT Laminator
Both cold and hot laminating.
Can carry out: Mounting and single side or double sides hot laminating.
Available in 360mm, 650mm model.

◆ Electric model, stepless speed regulating, foot pedal switch for hands free operation.
◆ Top and lower roller can heat separately.
◆ Support Roll to Roll operation: maximum your productive.
◆ High release silicone rollers, easy to clean.
◆ Easy operation; speed and temperature adjustable.
◆ Adding a protective layer on your picture, which makes image brighter and keep it for longer time. 
◆ Available for photographic, Ad. shop and copy shop to do lamination work, adding a protective layer on books 
    cover, photographic, color pages, documents, charts, drawings, indoor advertising Product, etc.

Specifications
Model FMJ-360-RD FMJ-650-RD
Max. Laminator Width 340mm(13") 620mm(24")
Roller’s Diameter 45mm(18") 60mm(24")
Max. Laminating Thickness 5mm(0.2") 5mm(0.2")
Max. Heat Temperature 150℃ 150℃
Laminating Speed From 0 to 3m (118") per minute From 0 to 3m (118") per minute
Foot Pedal Yes Yes
Forward / Reverse Yes Yes
Auto Rewind Shafts No No
Power 110-220V 50/60Hz, 3A 110-220V 50/60Hz, 3A
Machine Weight 30kg 50kg
Machine Dimension 680*470*310mm(27"*19"*12") 900*400*290mm(35"*16"*15")
Price $674 $1,470
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FMJ-RFX Series LOW TEMP. COLD Laminator
Adopts low temperature cold laminating: Mainly used to solve the issue that cold laminated 
images are hazy.
Driven by electric, includes floor stand and foot pedal switch.
Available in 1400mm, 1600mm model.

Specifications
Model FMJ-1400-RFX FMJ-1600-RFX
Max. Laminator Width 1400mm(55") 1600mm(63")
Roller’s Diameter 102mm(4") 102mm(4")
Max. Laminating Thickness 5.5mm(0.2") 5.5mm(0.2")
Max. Heating Temperature 60℃ 60℃
Laminating Speed From 0 to 4m(157") per minute From 0 to 4m(157") per minute
Foot Pedal Yes Yes
Forward / Reverse Yes Yes
Machine Color Red or black Red or black
Power The voltage is up to the local requirement, like AC 80V-110V, AC 220V-240V, 50Hz or 60Hz
Machine Weight 125kg 140kg
Machine Dimension 1700*460*1030mm(67"*18"*41") 1900*460*1030mm(75"*18"*41")
Price $2,315 $2,526

◆ Electric model, stepless speed regulating.
◆ It comes with foot pedal with forward and reverse control to free your hands to handle 
     the work being processed.
◆ High release silicone rollers, easy to clean.
◆ Available for AD. shop, photographic, and copy shop to do lamination work, 
     adding a protective layer on books cover, photographic, color pages, documents, 
     charts, drawings, indoor advertising products, etc.
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Specifications
Model Size GSM Qty Suitable Printer MOQ Price
CS-LK-GP-01 A4 260g/sqm 20 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $2.85/parcel
CS-LK-GP-02 89mm*127mm 260g/sqm 100 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $2.62/parcel
CS-LK-GP-03 102mm*152mm 260g/sqm 100 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $3.62/parcel
CS-LK-GP-04 127mm*178mm 260g/sqm 100 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $5.23/parcel

Specifications
Model Size GSM Qty Suitable Printer MOQ Price
CS-LK-MP-01 A4 260g/sqm 20 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $2.92
CS-LK-MP-02 89mm*127mm 260g/sqm 100 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $2.69
CS-LK-MP-03 102mm*152mm 260g/sqm 100 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $3.69
CS-LK-MP-04 127mm*178mm 260g/sqm 100 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $5.38

Specifications
Model Size GSM Qty Suitable Printer MOQ Price
CS-LK-WP-01 A4 180g/sqm 20 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $1.12
CS-LK-WP-02 A4 200g/sqm 20 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $1.17
CS-LK-WP-03 A4 240g/sqm 20 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $1.23

Specifications
Model Size GSM Qty Suitable Printer MOQ Price
CS-LK-NR-01 102mm*150m 240g/sqm 1 NORITSU D701, D502 10 Rolls $31.16/roll

Specifications
Model Size GSM Qty Suitable Printer MOQ Price
CS-LK-LP-01 A4 260g/sqm 20 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $2.92
CS-LK-LP-02 89mm*127mm 260g/sqm 100 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $2.69
CS-LK-LP-03 102mm*152mm 260g/sqm 100 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $3.69
CS-LK-LP-04 127mm*178mm 260g/sqm 100 Epson, HP, Cannon 10 parcels $5.38

CS-LK-GP Series Professional Glossy Photo Paper
◆ High gloss, high resolution and professional prints deliver the true look and feel of traditional glossy photo-graphs.
◆ Scratch resistance water-resistant and quick dry surface.
◆ Compared with other photo papers, the most obvious difference is: The paper is coated with PE layer both sides first, the surface 
     is brighter. Meantime it is water resistant and anti-scratch.
◆ Both pigment ink and water-based dye ink are suitable.
◆ Widely used for water-based dye or pigment ink-jet printers such as Epson, HP, Cannon, etc.

CS-LK-MP Series Crystal Semi-Glossy Photo Paper
◆ Semi-glossy, high resolution and professional prints deliver the true look and feel  
     of traditional glossy photo-graphs
◆ Scratch resistance water-resistant and quick dry surface
◆ Compared with other photo papers, the 
     most obvious difference is: the paper is 
     coated with PE layer both sides first, the 
     surface is brighter. Meantime it is water 
     resistant and anti-scratch.
◆ Both pigment ink and water-based dye 
     ink are suitable.
◆ Widely used for water-based dye or 
     pigment ink-jet printers such as Epson, 
     HP, Cannon, etc.

CS-LK-WP Series Glossy Photo Paper
◆ Manufactured with the best quality bone paper.
◆ High whiteness and wide color gamut.
◆ Excellent image definition and color
     saturation.
◆ Short drying time.
◆ Both pigment ink and water-based dye 
     ink are suitable.
◆ Widely used for water-based dye or 
     pigment ink-jet printers such as Epson, 
     HP, Cannon, etc.

CS-LK-NR Series Glossy Photo Paper for NORITSU
◆ High glossy, high resolution and professional prints deliver the true look and feel 
     of traditional glossy photo-graphs.
◆ Scratch resistant and water-resistant ability and quick dry surface.
◆ Specially used for NORITSU series, such as D701, D502.

CS-LK-LP Series Lustre Glossy Photo Paper
◆ Lustre glossy surface, high resolution and professional prints deliver the true 
     look and feel of traditional glossy photo-graphs
◆ Scratch resistance water-resistant and quick dry surface
◆ Compared with other photo papers, the 
     most obvious difference is: The paper is 
     coated with PE layer both sides first, the 
     surface has functions of water resistant 
     and anti-scratch.
◆ Both pigment ink and water-based dye 
     ink are suitable.
◆ Widely used for water-based dye or 
     pigment ink-jet printers such as Epson, 
     HP, Cannon, etc.
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Model Name Size Price Description
CS-ML-H-2801

Glossy Film 25"/36"*34Y $1.6/sqm
This film is transparent and especially glossy without any lines, whose clarity rate can reach 100%.
After laminating the film, the photo will be brighter and have a stronger sense of glossy, even seen at different 
angles.

CS-ML-H-2802

Matte Film 25"/36"*34Y $1.6/sqm

This film is transparent on the surface and with a very delicate sense of hazy fog.
After laminating the film, the photo looks more elegant and as if there are layers of mist gently separated from 
the pattern.
This film, as the surface is composed of some super-fine sand, the sand is so small that generally the naked 
eye can not see any matte, if touching; we still can not feel rough, but a bit smoother.

CS-ML-H-2803

Fine Frosted 
Shape Film

25"/36"*34Y $1.6/sqm
This film is transparent but matte, it also have the frosted feeling.
After laminating, we can see the picture with the frosted shape by eyes, the original picture's saw tooth will
be less, even disappears, and then the picture will be more clear.

CS-ML-H-2804

Leather Shape 
Film

25"/36"*34Y $1.8/sqm

The surface has the leather-shape lines which are just like the wooden and leather.
It is especially suitable for laminating the books’ cover and can improve the quality of the cover.  
After laminating, we can see the leather texture clearly at different angles, and we will have the true and 
comfortable feeling of the leather.

CS-ML-H-2805

Diamond Shape 
Film

25"/36"*34Y $1.8/sqm

This film is just like the natural diamond and can show irregular rhombus pattern. 
As there is a large number of irregular rhombus diamond on the same surface, the film will be thicker. 
When laminated, it will be particular stand, more solid than the normal film. We can see the clear diamond 
texture at different angles, moreover, when touching, we can have strong feeling of three-dimensional 
diamond.

CS-ML-H-2806

Wide Cross 
Shape Film

25"/36"*34Y $1.6/sqm
This is named wide cross film, as it is composed of many interlocking cross-shaped texture. 
The surface looks like the woven fabrics, and the texture is close. 
This film is similar to the fabric patterns which are made by the machine. 

CS-ML-H-2807

narrow Cross 
Shape Film

25"/36"*34Y $1.6/sqm
This is named narrow cross film, as it is composed of many interlocking cross-shaped texture. 
The surface looks like the woven fabrics, and the texture is close. 
This film is similar to the fabric patterns which are made by the machine. 

CS-ML-H-2808

Ellipse Textile 
Film

25"/36"*34Y $1.6/sqm This film is composed of many small ellipse dots with different sizes, and the touch sense is very good.

CS-ML-H-2809

Dot Textile 
Shape Film

25"/36"*34Y $1.8/sqm This film is composed of many broken dots with different sizes, and the touch sense is very good.

CS-ML-H-2811

Textile Shape Film 25"/36"*34Y $1.8/sqm

This film is composed of many lines which are composed of broken dots with the different sizes, and the lines 
are intertwined by the direction of latitude and longitude which makes the film is similar to the fabric patterns 
made by the machine. 
The touch sense is very good. 

These films can add a protective layer on the photographs, pictures, illustrations, books. 
They can also produce different visual or touch effects, available effects in glossy, matte, fine frosted shape, leather shape, diamond shape, wide cross shape, 
narrow cross shape, ellipse textile, magic shape, silk shape, stripe and so on. You can choose the right film according to your requirement.
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These films can add a protective layer on the photographs, pictures, illustrations, books. 
They can also produce different visual or touch effects, available effects in glossy, matte, fine frosted shape, leather shape, diamond shape, wide cross shape, 
narrow cross shape, ellipse textile, magic shape, silk shape, stripe and so on. You can choose the right film according to your requirement.

Model Name Size Price Description
CS-ML-H-2812

Magic Shape Film 25"/36"*34Y $1.8/sqm
Someone calls it magic film, when touching it, it has a sense of subtle matte, but in the light, it can 
show the star magically. 

CS-ML-H-2813

Lozenge Pearl Shape Film 25"/36"*34Y $1.8/sqm
The surface is composed of many protruded Lozenge Pearl. Seeing from different directions, you 
will see the small Lozenge Pearl, it has the strong three-dimensional sense and toughing feeling. 

CS-ML-H-2814

Silk Shape Film 25"/36"*34Y $1.8/sqm

This film is composed of many lines which are composed of silk cross lines with the different sizes, 
and the lines are intertwined by the direction of latitude and longitude which makes the film is 
similar as the fabric patterns made by the machine. 
The touch sense is very good. 

CS-ML-H-2815

Stone & Cloud Film 25"/36"*34Y $1.6/sqm
The surface is composed of many stone and cloudy textures, and it has the strong sense of three-
dimensional. After laminating, we can see the stone texture clearly even at different angle. 

CS-ML-H-2816

Stripe Film 25"/36"*34Y $1.8/sqm
This film is composed of many vertical lines with the same distance. It can show the star pattern 
shinning magically. 
You can see the three-dimensional vertical stripes even at different angle and feel it when touching.

CS-ML-H-MH24

Star Laser Film 25"/36"*34Y $2.48/sqm
The film has the smooth and transparent surface, and some parts have the little and colorful 
particle.

CS-ML-H-MH50

Plum-blossom Shape Laser 
Film

25"/36"*34Y $2.48/sqm

The surface is glossy and transparent, and local places hide bunches of radioactive light beam 
which is similar to the plum. 
After laminating, normally it is as clear as the 2801(without refraction) it will enhance the brightness 
of pictures, but seeing at different angles, you will see the plum blossom in full bloom one after 
another.

CS-ML-H-MH56

Flame Shape Laser Film 25"/36"*34Y $2.48/sqm

The surface is glossy and transparent, and local places hide bunches of radioactive light beam 
which is similar to the fireworks. 
After laminating, normally it is as clear as the 2801(without refraction) it will enhance the brightness 
of pictures, but seeing from the different directions, you will see the fireworks blossom in full bloom 
one after another.

CS-ML-H-MH58

Butterfly Shape Laser Film 25"/36"*34Y $2.48/sqm
The surface is glossy and transparent, and local places hide the pattern of butterfly. 
After laminating, normally it is as clear as the 2801(without refraction) it will enhance the brightness 
of pictures, but seeing from the different directions, you will see the butterfly flying and dancing.

CS-ML-H-MH59

Heart Shape Laser Film 25"/36"*34Y $2.48/sqm

The surface is glossy and transparent, and local places hide the colorful heart-shaped pattern and 
circular pattern. 
After laminating, normally it is as clear as the 2801(without refraction) it will enhance the brightness 
of pictures, but seeing from the different directions, you will see the colorful hear-shaped pattern 
and circular pattern glittering.
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Specifications
Model CS-PF-AL-A1 CS-PF-AL-A2 CS-PF-AL-A3 CS-PF-AL-A4
Overall Size 651*898mm 477*651mm 354*477mm 267*354mm
Image Size 594*841mm 420 *594mm 297*420mm 210 *297mm
Viewing Size 584*831mm 410*584mm 287*410mm 200*287mm
Thickness 10mm 10mm 10mm 10mm
MOQ 100pcs 100pcs 100pcs 100pcs
Price $22.35/pc $13.56/pc $9.48/pc $8.19/pc

Specifications
Model CS-PF-WD-I CS-PF-WD-II CS-PF-WD-III CS-PF-WD-IV
Overall Size 575*685mm 740*890mm 570*680mm 570*680mm
MOQ 500pcs 500pcs 500pcs 500pcs
Price $11.38/pc $14.57/pc $10.80/pc $11.45/pc

Specifications
Model CS-PF-PS-I CS-PF-PS-II CS-PF-PS-III CS-PF-PS-IV CS-PF-PS-V
Overall Size 90*130mm 100*150mm 130*180mm 150*200mm 200*250mm
MOQ 500pcs 500pcs 500pcs 500pcs 500pcs
Price $0.60/pc $0. 66/pc $0.79/pc $0.92/pc $1.18/pc

Specifications
Model CS-PF-PS-A CS-PF-PS-B CS-PF-PS-C CS-PF-PS-D CS-PF-PS-E
Overall Size 145*195mm 175*235mm 245*295mm 255*340mm 325*265mm
MOQ 500pcs 500pcs 500pcs 500pcs 500pcs
Price $0.79/pc $0.99/pc $1.39/pc $1.56/pc $1.65/pc

CS-PF-AL Series Aluminum Photo Frame

CS-PF-WD Series Wooden Photo Frame

CS-PF-PS-I Series PS Photo Frame

CS-PF-PS-II Series PS Photo Frame

◆ Aluminum frame
◆ Curved snap frame
◆ With anti-glare PVC cover
◆ Right angle
◆ Easy to change pictures
◆ Customized size is available
◆ Put photos, posters, images into the   
    photoframe for advertising in photo studio,    
    business center, hotel, supermarket, etc

◆ Wooden frame
◆ Square
◆ Right angle
◆ Easy to change pictures
◆ Customized size is available
◆ Insert photos, posters, images into the photo frame for advertising in photo studio, business center, hotel, supermarket, etc

◆ PS material
◆ Square, right angle
◆ Smaller size
◆ Easy to change pictures
◆ Customized size is available
◆ Insert photos, posters, images into the photo frame for advertising in photo studio, business center, hotel, supermarket, etc

◆ PS material
◆ Square, right angle
◆ Bigger size
◆ Easy and convenient to change pictures
◆ Customized size is available
◆ Insert photos, posters, 
    images into the photo 
    frame for advertising in 
    photo studio, business
    center, hotel, supermarket, 
    etc




